
Seaside Radio 
 

Basic Description of Series: 

 

 Seaside, its the best little offshore peninsula in the Southern Hemisphere. And 

we are pleased to bring you some of our communities finest audible exports thanks to 

Seaside Radio. Our first sonic expose is from The 'Seaside Radio Theatre Group'  

who bring us a controversial exploration into the inner workings of Seaside with their 

Folk, Mystery, Comedy, Adventure, Drama called 'Sue and the Seacow'. 

Then we have the intimate conversations of some of Seasides residents ready to air, 

thanks to the discreet recordings made by the volunteers at SWEG, 'Seasides Women 

Electronics Group'. 

 

Sue and the Seacow Episode 1: Down by the beach Seasides resident School Bully 

comes across an older girl called Sue. The Bully throws Sues bag in the shore and 

warns her not to be late for school. After the bully leaves, the girls bag is saved by a 

friendly seacow she mistakes for a farmers cow. Sue gives the cow her lunch and the 

two become best friends. what she first thinks is a cow in the water. But instead is a 

seacow. 

 

Sue and the Seacow Episode 2: A boat called Neptunes Mum is out in the ocean 

netting for squid. The crew, a Skipper called Skip and his crewman Lao are set upon 

by what they first assume is a cow but turns out to be something more sinister. 

 

Sue and the Seacow Episode 3: Sue arrives at school to find the School Bully 

waiting at the front gate. Sue is surprised to see the Bully crying. The Bully  has been 

sacked for being to small. The coastguard bell alerts Sue that the squid boats are 

coming. In an effort to cheer the Bully up, Sue decides to take her down to the docks 

and get some free squid tentacles off her friend Lao. 

 

Sue and the Seacow Episode 4: The General Manager of Irakangee Seafarms waits 

impatiently for the arrival of his fleet of squid boats. He needs his production line to 

continue to tick along.  His Lawyer pays a visit and the two men head to the docks to 

meet the late arrival of the squid boats 

 

Sue and the Seacow Episode 5: Sue and the Bully arrive at the docks to find that her 

friend Laos' boat has been sunk. Reports from a deckhand lead Sue to believe it was 

sunk by a creature that sounds like a cow. A creature that sounds like her friend. The 

deckhand, gives his tentacles to the two girls in sympathy. The General Manager 

arrives with his Lawyer and after hearing Sues recipe for squid tentacles decides to 

take the tentacles back to his facility to make a his new product called 'Squid Chips'. 

 

 

 



Seaside Radio (cont) 
 

 

Sue and the Seacow Episode 6: Sue fearing the worst for her friends, the seacow 

and Lao,  grabs the Bully and makes off to see if she can find them. The General 

Manager, his Lawyer and the Deckhand take the newly acquired buckets of squid 

tentacles back to the Lawyers car. The deckhands story helps conclude that whatever 

sunk Neptunes Mum wasn't a cow but a Giant Seacow. This stirs up old memories for 

the General Manager. 

 

Sue and the Seacow Episode 7: The General Manager and Walter drive back to 

Irakangee Seafarms with the Generals squid tentacles. They listen to a tape recorded 

by the General Managers Mum many years ago. She reveals a dark history about the 

'Giant Seacow'. This tale inspires the General Manager to be innovative and create 

even more profit. 

 

Careers Week at Seaside Primary: Squid Captain Backwash charms a teacher and 

class about the amazing adventure of Squid boating. 

 

Listening to Seaside Radio: A couple listening to the T.V find it gets stuck on a 

channel and have to replace it. 

 

Seaside Travel Agency: A customer coming to book a tour of Europe is encouraged 

to change her position. 

 

 

Please visit seasideradio.com.au 


